The technique of homotopy localization is used to give an enumeration of the multiplications on //-spaces of type (3, 7).
Introduction.
Let S^ -»Sp(2)->S' be the standard fibration with characteristic element a> £rrAB A and let 72: S -> S be the map of degree 72. Denote by S}-> X ->5 the fibration induced by nco = co o n in 777(B ,).
We then have the induced fibre square Xn S Sp (2) where n : X -> Sp(2) is a map covering 22.
Since 777(B 3) = 77, (S ) = Z/12Z and a isa generator of this group, we obtain seven distinct homotopy types for X : X" = S° x S , Xj = Sp(2), X2, X X X (the Hilton-Roitberg //-space) and X,. is an isomorphism. Hence (X,)--(Sp (2) (2) 
